Title) COVID-19 Fighting a Pandemic
Genre) current affairs
Format) 1x53ʼ
Synopsis) As the new coronavirus cases multiply in what the WHO calls a global “pandemic,” what
do we know, how does it spread, and what treatment is available? Through exclusive access to the
heart of the Japanese governmentʼs coronavirus task team, NHK delivers the latest status (as of
end-March 2020) from the frontlines. In terms of airborne infection, an experiment using high
sensitivity cameras illustrates how micro particles emitted by humans in normal conversation can
linger in mid-air far longer than expected. Also, medical researchers are finding that a number of
existing drugs is proving effective in treatment. Of the 1200 tested, at least four are currently in
clinical trials.
Video)
COVID-19: Fighting a Pandemic[EN]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00027af235c
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Title) No More Plastic: In Search of a Sustainable Future
Genre) current affairs
Format) 1x49ʼ
Synopsis) Will the global movement be in time?
From straws to shopping bags, the move away from plastic is gaining steam around the world. This
two-part program explores the latest developments in seeking a sustainable future. Part 1
illustrates the devastating effects of microplastic as well as the shocking fact of how plastic
contributes to rising levels of greenhouse gases. It also follows an attempt to collect marine plastic
waste from the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. Part 2 focuses on a startup with a unique recycling
technology as well as disposable plastics regulation strategies in France and New York.
Video)
No More Plastic

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000251be404
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Title) Water, Not Weapons: The Greening of Afghanistan
Genre) current affairs
Format) 1x50ʼ
Synopsis) Dr. Tetsu Nakamura was a man who devoted his life to bringing water to Afghanistan, up
until the day he was tragically killed on December 4, 2019. Believing that weapons and tanks won't
end war, and that the revival of farming is the cornerstone of the country's recovery, he shed his
physician's white coat and set out to build an irrigation canal. Years of arduous labor saw its
completion, the plains had turned green again, and normal daily life was beginning to return for the
residents when he was gunned down. The program follows the singular doctor's 15 years of
unrelenting effort, and poses the question of what it means to bring aid.
Water, Not Weapons

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000250f3eb9
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Title) The Iron Road
Genre) history
Format) 1x50ʼ
Synopsis) Unearthing the "other" road of ancient civilization.
Before the Silk Road, there existed another road, one that carried iron across the continent.
Starting from West Asia, newly discovered archaeological remains in the prairies and mountains
throughout Eurasia are shedding light on ancient civilizations hitherto shrouded in mystery. With
special access to excavation sites and featuring exquisite artifacts that denote highly sophisticated
societies, the program offers glimpses of how iron changed world history. Not only as an awesome
weapon in war, the precious metal and its smelting technology created peace and commerce, while
revolutionizing mobility on horseback and farming production.
Video)
The Iron Road [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700023
9b8a53

The Iron Road

https://vimeo.com/430289212/95a5957427
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Title) Roots of Tokyo
Genre) history
Format) 2x50ʼ
Synopsis) How samurai laid the foundations of a megalopolis.
Until 1868, Tokyo was called Edo. By the 1700s, it had the highest population of any city in the
world, surpassing both London and Paris. But how did the largest metropolis on the planet evolve?
Clues are coming to light in Tokyo and around the world. Featuring newly discovered evidence and
the latest in CGI simulation, experience the engineering sophistication and unique community of
Tokyo 150 years ago.
Video)

Roots of Tokyo [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000408
6dde

Roots of Tokyo [Edo, City of Water]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700007a8f8
5e

Roots of Tokyo [Edo, City of Fire]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700007bf8a
91
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Title) Bearman of Hokkaido
Genre) human stories
Format) 1x49ʼ
Synopsis) Do men's livelihoods have a place in the wild?
Hokkaido's Shiretoko Peninsula was registered as a UNESCO World Natural Heritage in 2005. Here,
Hatsusaburo Ose, 84, fishes salmon as he has done for 56 years. The area, called Rusha, is also
home to one of the world's highest populations of brown bears. Mr. Ose has an odd relationship
with these wild animals -- when one approaches, he simply yells at them to go away. The bears
obey without making a fuss, and no fisherman has suffered a bear attack in the last 50 years. But
then in 2019, experts who advise UNESCO tell Mr. Ose to return Rusha to its natural state. Must the
fishermen's livelihoods and their relationship with the bears be sacrificed? A film spanning 10 years
that touches on the question of man and nature.

Video)
Bearman of Hokkaido

https://vimeo.com/430287928/8e4cbfdb9e
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Title) 10 years with Hayao Miyazaki
Genre) human stories
Format) 4x49ʼ
Synopsis) An exclusive four-part documentary chronicling the creative process of the legendary
filmmaker, re-edited from the original NHK broadcast version with cooperation from Studio Ghibli.
Covering the development periods from Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea (2008) to The Wind Rises
(2013), Hayao Miyazaki is shown as a passionate artisan, a steadfast trailblazer, and a father
butting heads with his son.
10

Years

with

Hayao

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000f25fa48

Miyazaki [Trailer]
10 Years with Hayao

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07000109c1230

Miyazaki eps.1
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Title) Blogging at the Limit
Genre) human stories
Format) 1x50ʼ
Synopsis) A social media poster boy and his final moments on Everest.
In May 2018, 35-year-old mountaineer Nobukazu Kuriki died during a failed attempt to climb
Mount Everest. He was a controversial figure, who conquered the highest peaks on seven
continents and posted his "selfie" adventures on social media. While Kuriki had ardent fans, experts
called his climbs reckless, and comments for and against his posts frequently deteriorated into
uncontrollable online hostility. What drove Kuriki to keep climbing despite great risks? This program
delves into the young man's journey using the vast archive of videos he left behind.
Video)
Blogging at the Limit

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070001
1cd59fb
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Title) The Fisherman and the Forest
Genre) human stories
Format) 1x50ʼ
Synopsis) The life and passion of a man who planted trees for the sea.
Oyster farmer Shigeatsu Hatakeyama is something of a maverick. He is a fisherman, author,
university professor, and UN award recipient. At a time when industrialization was devastating the
ocean, he called upon an academic to conduct a survey, and then began planting trees. More than
three decades later, a healthy forest, river, and ocean create one of the finest oysters in the world.
Even after the 2011 great tsunami had swept everything away, nature proved resilient.
Hatakeyama restarted his oyster farm, and now passes his love for the sea to his grandson. Using
4K images, the program captures Hatakeyama's small bay, its richness, and the ongoing cycle of
life.
Video)
The Fisherman and the Forest

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
0001a59512f
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Title) Document 72 hours
Genre) human stories
Format) 12x25ʼ
Synopsis) NHK's long-running series ranked No. 1 for viewer satisfaction.
What happens if we set cameras on one location and observe for 72 hours? Who comes and goes?
What kind of drama can we witness? Find out through this observational documentary series.
By remaining completely true to the reality of what the camera captures within a given time frame,
72 hours offers a glimpse of the unexpected drama in ordinary peopleʼs everyday lives.
The locations vary from well-known tourist attractions, bus terminals and manga cafes to even a
bench in a shopping arcade. Through observation and interviews at these seemingly mundane
places, 72 hours spotlights the diverse and colorful lives of people, their emotions and a bigger
picture of the current society that we live in.
Video)
Document 72 Hours [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07000055
7d72b

2_Christmas at the Bus Terminal

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700020bab61
3

20_A Cafe Awaits in Omiya

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070002103cf53

21_Jellyfish Wonderland

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700021177fca

24_Fabric and Buttons and Me

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070002122605
1

7_Route 439: Japan's Last Frontier

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700020c05e5
b
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Title) The Magical Foothills of Altai
Genre) nature/wildlife
Format) 1x59ʼ
Synopsis) An enchanting mist envelops the snowy fields. This is China's Altai Mountains, a chain
that spans across Russia, Kazakhstan, and Mongolia. On its foothills, primeval forests and
grasslands spread as far as the eye can see. Here, the Tuvans herd sheep in harmony with the
forests, which provide the moss that protects sheep cabins from drafts. In this international
co-production between Beijing Television and NHK, the cameras gain special access to areas
restricted to foreign crew. In brilliant 8K, feast your eyes on images of unique grassland cemeteries,
the milking of Bactrian camels, and the world's "oldest" skiing
The Magical Foothills of Altai

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070002
870ca3b
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Title) The Miraculous Corals of Amami
Genre) nature/wildlife
Format) 1x59ʼ
Synopsis) First-ever 8K images of spawning coral and mystery circles.
The breathtaking coral reef in the sea of Amami, off Kagoshima in southern Japan, is a world-class
gem. It is home to 400 species of coral, where an abundance of colorful fish find shelter. Also
inhabiting the area is the newly discovered white-spotted pufferfish, noted for its peculiar behavior
of creating sand circles on the seafloor. The reef is a miracle in other ways, too. 15 years ago, a
devastating rise in water temperatures and damage from coral-eating starfish pushed the reef to
near total collapse. Now, following a recovery with speed that surprised everyone, the corals' great
spawning is about to begin.
Video)
The Miraculous Corals of Amami

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070002
84b7f59

The Miraculous Corals of

Amami

https://vimeo.com/408682969/462ec00826

[Trailer]
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Title) WILDLIFE - A Ball of Fluff: The Brazilian Silky
Anteater
Genre) nature/wildlife
Format) 1x52ʼ
Synopsis) The silky anteater is the smallest member of the anteater family. At 25 centimeters long
and covered in soft fur, these tiny fluff balls have long avoided human eyes, and their lives remain
shrouded in mystery. Our cameras join the world's first in-depth research project in the forests of
Brazil, and capture their eating and child-rearing habits in detail. New discoveries include a special
diet during child-rearing and strict parenting. A rare encounter with the secretive forest dwellers.
Video)
WILDLIFE -- The Brazilian Silky Anteater

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000267bdad5

WILDLIFE/Brazilian Silky Anteater[Avant]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00023458f86
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Title) WILDLIFE - Five Trumps One: The Cheetahs of the
Serengeti Plain
Genre) nature/wildlife
Format) 1x52ʼ
Synopsis) The ingrained image of the cheetah is one of a solitary hunter running as fast as 100km
per hour to chase down prey. But a discovery on the plains of East Africa is turning that image on
its head: five non-related individuals living together and hunting as a pack, like lions. For the first
time, cameras follow this unorthodox "brotherhood" up close to reveal the reason behind their
cohabitation.
Video)
WILDLIFE -- Cheetahs of Serengeti Plain

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000268b2f2e

WILDLIFE / The Cheetahs [Avant]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00023328e02
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Title) Tokyo Reborn
Genre) science&technology
Format) 4x49ʼ
Synopsis) Transforming Tokyo in the 21st century.
Tokyo is experiencing a rebirth. In the run-up to 2020, skyscrapers are shooting up, new tunnels
snake underground, and reclamation creates new land. With thrilling visual presentation inspired
by the world of Neo-Tokyo from the globally-acclaimed cyberpunk comic Akira, this series
documents the rise of this real-life "Neo-Tokyo."
Video)
TOKYO REBORN / Episode 1

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00006884d6f

TOKYO REBORN / Episode 2

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00006950378

TOKYO REBORN [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00003c4d780
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Title) COSMIC FRONT: The Gravitational Wave Chase
Genre) science&technology
Format) 1x52ʼ
Synopsis) Two weeks that changed astronomy.
August 17, 2017 marked a revolutionary day for astronomy. Gravitational waves from a neutron
star merger were detected for the first time. Scientists around the world and 70 observatories
immediately began to look for the source, knowing the time in which to do this was ticking away
quickly. And thanks to the ensuing international relay from time zone to time zone, images of light
from a neutron star merger that generated gravitational waves were captured for the first time in
history. This, in turn, yielded scientific breakthroughs in determining the origin of gold and
platinum. This program faithfully recreates the scientists' life-altering two weeks.
Video)
CF

The Gravitational Wave Chase

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000090b4f71

The Gravitational Wave Chase [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00003845a80
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Title) MEGA CRISIS
Genre) science&technology
Format) 2x49ʼ
Synopsis) Earthquakes and abnormal weather are two of the biggest threats to Asia and the world
today. The series MEGA CRISIS uses VFX drama to dynamically simulate potential disasters and
cutting-edge CGI to reveal in detail the scientific research of the experts at the forefront of this field.
How can we prepare ourselves for the looming threats? Donʼt miss this warning to the world from
Japan, one of the countries most prone to natural disasters.
Video)
MEGA CRISIS / 1. Skyscrapers

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00006abd9ec

MEGA CRISIS / 2. Typhoons

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00006b33e4e
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Title) The Frankenstein Temptation
Genre) science&technology
Format) 4x45ʼ
Synopsis) Welcome to the dark side of science.
Science lets people dream, and yet can also be inexorably cruel, just as young Frankenstein's
pursuit of the ideal man created a tragic, hideous creature... This series presents incidents buried
in history's shadows in a thrilling, intelligent way to reveal the irresistible temptations of science.
Backed by exhaustive research and featuring VFX for a unique and stylish visual tone, each episode
delves up the stories of scientists who ended up leaning towards the dark side.
Video)
The Frankenstein Temptation [Trailer]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00023280745

The Frankenstein Temptation [Ep01]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
00027bbf4eb

The Frankenstein Temptation [Ep02]

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07
000283d0add
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